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About This Content

WOOD ELVES race comes with its own unique AI and players (Passers, Wardancers, catchers, linemen and the Treeman) but
also their own star players: Dolfar Longstride and Jordell Freshbreeze!

Elves are amazingly agile and almost as fast as Skaven. Avoiding other's tackles is a pure formality for them. Especially for the
Wardancers whose ability to go through opposing defenses is nearly outmatched. Elves are excellent passers and catchers. Their

game could become a true nightmare for other teams not as agile and fast as they are.
The Treeman is probably the strongest player in the whole of Blood Bowl. He's gifted with an extraordinary natural strength

against which very few players can compete. However, the Treeman is extremely slow and has a bad tendency of taking root in
the middle of the field. If that happens, he won't be able to move...at all.
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. In this game, you, while stayig in bunker, remotely control glider drones to gather resourses on surface, avoiding various ball
shaped things (anomalies). All controls is mouse look and 2 buttons - forward and backward.

Pros: Linux version
Cons: Bad controls, low FPS. Boring. High price.

-1. Short.
Fun.
Relaxing.
Many times I ended up making different shapes other than given one, that was pretty cool to watch.
8/10.
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Only ever buy if you are playing co-op. And be prepared for a lot of bugs.

But enjoy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing riding the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing walls in your
mother\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in motorbike then turbo-ing up the ceiling through the sky and far beyond the reaches of any
true man.. best, good game, idled for cards. You literally just get the tiles shown in the picture. Unless that just happens to be
EXACTLY what you're looking for, I wouldn't recommend it.. Fully upgraded, the drumsticks can almost compete with top-tier
blades but the odm-shrine and the drum-scabbard definietly can. Fun little silly dlc if you just want some nice-looking
alternatives.. I loved the game at first. It had a certain difficulty curve that took a few tries but once you get it, its very fun.

I have a few reasons that I am not recommending this at this price. Most of them stem from the fact that this still feels like an
EARLY RELEASE STILL.

1) I found a few annoying bugs. Bad pathing of villagers, merchants especially bug out alot.

2) unbalanced. There is really no need for some of the jobs like blacksmith, pharmacists, priest. Happiness is easy to attain just
by getting them food... Goodluck.. they breed and eat like rabbits.

3) Lags when you reach 55-65 villagers. There is so much going on at that point if you managed to provide enough food that you
get this weird lag. I have a good computer that can run top games, so this shouldnt be an issue. I feel like it's part of the code.. I
really have only myself to blame. I thought maybe it was early access, nope. 0/10 wouldn't waste the 50 cents again.. Really
good skin!. to be honest this was my 1st purchase on steam,
for support the SGB team
best deal ever.

11/10 would recommend to a friends.
very good team, active forums
when this bigger than other "game maker", soon i believe.

i already here. Tongue Required Ahead, Ashen one!
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